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The City of Centennial is ahead of other cities in the area
in installing a fiber infrastructure. The city was forward
thinking in financing this project as infrastructure which
other cities in the area did not do.

Construction will start in the 4th quarter of this year.
The initial construction is to provide the fiber infrastructure to businesses and emergency services. Construction
would then move to residences.

ATTENTION: Embassy Suites will be closed for
construction during the month of September. Centennial Rotary will be meeting at the offices of the Arapahoe County Sheriff.

Karen Berry and Shirl Mabary were inducted into the
club. Congratulations.

Centennial Councilman Kenneth Lucas, top picture, and Tim
Scott, Director of Fiber Infrastructure for the City of Centennial,
lower picture, were our speakers talking about the Fiber Infrastructure project for the City of Centennial. The City of Centennial has pipes in the ground they are taking advantage of by installing fiber optic cable in the pipes. Like road and bridges,
which are classified as infrastructure, Centennial is building a fiber
infrastructure. This fiber infrastructure would then be available
to be leased to private companies. This would be a benefit to the
private company as they would not have to install the fiber network and an advantage to Centennial as a source of revenue.
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Officers
President—Nicolle Davies
President Elect—Randy Earnest
Secretary—Mary Allice Jackson
Treasurer—Barbara Medina
Sergeant at Arms—Paul Horiuchi/
John Weksler
Past President—Randy Pye

Rotary Minute: John Peterson gave the Rotary Minute. He gave the following quote
from Paul Harris: “Individual effort when well
directed can accomplish much, but the greatest good
must necessarily come from the combined efforts of
many men. Individual effort may be turned to individual needs but combined effort should be dedicated
to the service of mankind.”
Centennial Rotary business:


Volunteers are needed for the Sept 11
food drive. A chairman for the food
drive is also needed.



Volunteers are needed for the upcoming
Celtic Harvest Festival.



Meals on Wheels are continuing to need
volunteers.

Directors
Club Administration—Roxy Hahn
Community & Club Innovation—
Andrea Tagtow/Elle Vatterott
Local & International Service—
John Berry
Technology Innovations—John
Peterson

Board Information:

Membership Growth & Enrichment—Trip Butler



Upto $10,000 was approved for the
Madagascar project.



$1,000 was approved for the AlloSource
project.



$2,000 was approved for the CASA dinner.

Rotary Foundation—John McCarty

UPCOMING
EVENTS
AUG 30—STEVEN HOWERY
SEPT 6—BEN ALLEN, ALLEN
TECH ADVISIING
SEPT 13—CLASSIFICATION
TALKS: ANDREA TAGTOW,
RYAN WIDEMON, ELLEN VATTEROTT

Travel Gifts:


Don Shattuck provided some indoor/
outdoor (plastic) wine glasses from
Crested Butte



John McCarty presented a set of
matched coasters from various pubs
through out Ireland

SEPT 17/18—CELTIC FESTIVAL
SEPT 20—NICOLE GARNEAU:
DENVER MUSEUM OF NATURE
 Barb Median presented an alpaca scarf
AND SCIENCE
SEPT 24/25—CENTENNIAL
CHALK ART
SEPT 27—JEFF HOLWELL,
LONE TREE ECONOMCI DEV
DR .
OCT 4—VICTOR MOSS, AUTHOR

